Name: ______________________________
Address: ______________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________
Phone: _______________________________
Email: ________________________________
Date of Birth: __________________________
Division: (circle one)   A    B    C    D    E
A-18 & Under; B-19 to 50; C-51 to 74; D-75 & Older; E-Nursing Home or Sheltered Living

Return to by July 24 to: Nemaha County Fair
1500 Community Dr. in Seneca, KS 66538

Circle Class Number(s) that you want to enter. Three entries per class are now allowed. Please indicate # of entries per class.

### FOODS
**Recipes must accompany food items.**

#### BREADS AND ROLLS
- CLASS 94100 - Loaf, Wheat (___)
- CLASS 94101 - Loaf, White (___)
- CLASS 94102 - Bread Machine Loaf (___)
- CLASS 94103 - Yeast Rolls, Wheat (3) (___)
- CLASS 94104 - Yeast Rolls, White (3) (___)
- CLASS 94105 - Sweet Rolls (3) (___)
- CLASS 94106 - Muffins, (3) (___)
- CLASS 94107 - Loaf Rye Bread (___)
- CLASS 94108 - Loaf Quick Bread (___)
- CLASS 94109 - Coffee Cake (___)
- CLASS 94110 - Other Bread/Roll (___)

#### CAKES, CANDY, COOKIES AND PIE
- CLASS 94111 - Two Layer Cake, frosted (___)
- CLASS 94112 - Bundt Cake, not frosted (___)
- CLASS 94113 - Bundt Cake, frosted (___)
- CLASS 94114 - Decorated Cake (___)
- CLASS 94115 - Angel Food Cake, not iced (___)
- CLASS 94116 - Chiffon or Sponge Cake, not iced (___)
- CLASS 94117 - Other Cake, not listed (___)
- CLASS 94118 - Cupcakes (3) (___)
- CLASS 94119 - Drop Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94120 - Bar Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94121 - Ice Box Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94122 - Rolled Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94123 - Party Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94124 - Shaped or Molded Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94125 - Misc. Cookies (3) (___)
- CLASS 94126 - Candies (3 pieces) (___)
- CLASS 94127 - One double crust fruit pie -with lard (___)
- CLASS 94128 - One Fruit Pie (___)

#### CANNED FRUIT (1 JAR)
- CLASS 94129 - Apples (___)
- CLASS 94130 - Peaches (___)
- CLASS 94131 - Fruit Juice (___)
- CLASS 94132 - Other (___)

#### CANNED VEGETABLE
- CLASS 94133 - Beans, String (___)
- CLASS 94134 - Tomatoes (___)
- CLASS 94135 - Tomato Juice (___)
- CLASS 94136 - Other Vegetable (___)

#### CANNED MEAT (1 JAR)
- CLASS 94137 - Jar of Meat (___)

#### JELLY AND PRESERVES
- CLASS 94138 - Preserves, any kind, max 3 (___)
- CLASS 94139 - Jelly, any kind, max 3 (___)
- CLASS 94140 - Jams, any kind, max 3 (___)
- CLASS 94141 - Misc spreads, any kind, max 3 (___)
- CLASS 94142 - Honey, 1 pound jar or comb (___)

#### PICKLES AND RELISH (1 JAR)
- CLASS 94143 - Cucumber, Sweet (___)
- CLASS 94144 - Cucumber, Dill (___)
- CLASS 94145 - Beet Pickles (___)

#### OIL ACRYLIC
- CLASS 94200 - Oil Landscape or Seascape (___)
- CLASS 94201 - Oil Still Life (___)
- CLASS 94202 - Oil Figure or Portrait (___)
- CLASS 94203 - Miscellaneous Oil (___)
- CLASS 94204 - Acrylic Landscape or Seascape (___)
- CLASS 94205 - Acrylic Still Life (___)
- CLASS 94206 - Acrylic Figure or Portrait (___)
- CLASS 94207 - Misc Acrylic (___)

#### WATER COLOR-TEMPERA-OTHER
- CLASS 94208 - Water Color (___)
- CLASS 94209 - Tempera (___)
- CLASS 94210 - Drawing - Pastel, Colored Pencil, or Crayon (___)
- CLASS 94211 - Drawing - Ink, Charcoal, or Pencil (___)
- CLASS 94212 - Misc Watercolor (___)

#### SCULPTURE
- CLASS 94213 - One Sculptured or Carved Article (___)

#### CHINA PAINTING
- CLASS 94214 - China Painting, Large Article (___)
- CLASS 94215 - China Painting, Medium Article (___)
- CLASS 94216 - China Painting, Small Article (___)

#### CERAMICS
- CLASS 94217 - Ceramics, Large Article (___)
- CLASS 94218 - Ceramics, Medium Article (___)
- CLASS 94219 - Ceramics, Small Article (___)
PO TTERY
CLASS 94220 - Potter y, L arge Artic le
CLASS 94221 - Potter y, M edium  Artic le
CLASS 94222 - Potter y, S mall Artic le

MET AL W ORK
CLASS 94223 - Metal W ork, O ne Artic le

WEA VING
CLASS 94224 - Weaving, O ne Artic le

ST AINED  GLASS
CLASS 94225 - Staine d Glass
CLASS 94226 -  Etched Glass

CRAFTS
CLASS 94227 -  Cr afts, Wreaths/Swags
CLASS 94228 -  Cr afts, Bead W ork Article, not jewelry
CLASS 94229 -  Cr afts, Woven Baskets
CLASS 94230 -  Cr afts Painted Crafts
CLASS 94231 -  Cr afts Made From Paper
CLASS 94232 -  Cr afts from Natural Materials
CLASS 94233 -  Cr afts from Misc Materials
CLASS 94234 -  Sc rapbook ing
CLASS 94235 -  Barn Quilts

WOODW ORKING
CLASS 94236 -  W oodwor king, Sma ll Ar ticle
CLASS 94237 -  W oodwor king, La rge Article
CLASS 94238 -  Refinished Article

JEWELRY
CLASS 94239 - Neckla ce
CLASS 94240 - Br acelet
CLASS 94241 -  O ther Jewelry Item

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photos must be matted and ready to hang. Must be at least 5" x 7" and a maximum of 11" x 14".
CLASS 94242 - Black & White Photo
CLASS 94243 -  C omputer Enhanced Black & White
CLASS 94244 -  C olor Photo
CLASS 94245 -  C omputer Enhanced Color Photo

RECYCLING
CLASS 94246 - M ost original recycled article
CLASS 94247 - M ost useful recycled article
CLASS 94248 - Article made from all recycled items

CONTEMPORARY ART
CLASS 94249 - Computer generated art
CLASS 94250 - Misc art
CLASS 94251 - Mixed media art

LEGOS/KNEX/TOY BUILDING KITS
CLASS 94252 - Original Design
CLASS 94253 - Made from kit

FINE ARTS
CROCHET, EMBROIDERY AND OTHER NEEDLEWORK
CLASS 94300 - Crocheted Centerpiece, Scarf, Doilies
CLASS 94301 - Crocheted Fashion Accessory
CLASS 94302 - Other Crocheted Article
CLASS 94303 - Embroidered Dresser Scarf
CLASS 94304 - Embroidered Tea Towel Set
CLASS 94305 - Embroidered Pillowcases
CLASS 94306 - Other Embroidery
CLASS 94307 - Other Handiwork
CLASS 94308 - Child’s Toy knitted or crocheted
CLASS 94309 - Afghans, Knitted
CLASS 94310 - Afghans, Crocheted
CLASS 94311 - Baby Afghans
CLASS 94312 - Other Knitted Articles

MACRAME
CLASS 94313 - Macrame Item

RUGS
CLASS 94314 - Handcrafted Rugs

QUILTS AND COMFORTERS
CLASS 94315 - Hand appliqued, hand quilted
CLASS 94316 - Hand appliqued, machine quilted
CLASS 94317 - Machine applique, hand quilted
CLASS 94318 - Machine applique, machine quilted
CLASS 94319 - Pieced, hand quilted
CLASS 94320 - Pieced, machine quilted
CLASS 94321 - Embroidered, hand quilted
CLASS 94322 - Embroidered, machine quilted
CLASS 94323 - All over quilt design
CLASS 94324 - Tied comforter

CLASS 94325 - Baby quilt
CLASS 94326 - Other quilted article
CLASS 94327 - Quilt made by more than one person

WALL HANGINGS
CLASS 94328 - Counted Cross Stitch Wall Hanging
CLASS 94329 - Hand Quilted Wall Hanging
CLASS 94330 - Machine Quilted Wall Hanging
CLASS 94331 - Other Wall Hanging

LATCH HOOK
CLASS 94332 - Latch Hook Item

PILLows
CLASS 94333 - Pillows, Embroidered
CLASS 94334 - Pillows, Pieced
CLASS 94335 - Pillows, Other

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
CLASS 94336 - Constructed Adult Garment
CLASS 94337 - Constructed Child’s Garment
CLASS 94338 - Decorated Garment or Accessory

POTTeD PLANTS
CLASS 94339 - Blooming Plants
CLASS 94340 - Hanging Plants
CLASS 94341 - Ferns
CLASS 94342 - Cactus
CLASS 94343 - Other

ARRANGEMENTS
CLASS 94344 - Small Arrangement, one variety 10" tall
CLASS 94345 - Large Arrangement, one variety over
CLASS 94346 - Small Arrangement, mixed variety, 10" tall
CLASS 94347 - Large Arrangement, mixed variety, over
CLASS 94348 - Wild Flower Arrangement, any height
CLASS 94349 - Miniature Flower Arrangement